Determining what really counts: Modeling and measuring nanoparticle number concentrations
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Abstract

Particle number concentration (PNC) measurements are critical for research and regulatory decision making related to the potential applications and implications of nanotechnology. However, the degree to which different analytical methods yield similar PNCs has not yet been studied. In this study, monodisperse gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) with varying sizes (30 nm or 60 nm) and surface coatings (citrate, polyvinylpyrrolidone, or branched polyethyleneimine) were evaluated using five techniques: scanning electron microscopy (SEM), dynamic light scattering (DLS), differential mobility analysis (DMA), nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA), and single particle inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (spICP-MS). The two techniques that only measured the NP core size (spICP-MS and SEM), as opposed to the larger hydrodynamic diameter, yielded PNCs with the closest agreement (within 20 % of each other), while PNCs among all techniques sometimes varied by a factor of 3. Positively charged AuNPs coated with branched polyethyleneimine yielded the most variable results. Deriving the PNC using the particle size distribution has several advantages over using only the mean size based on these results and statistical modeling given the substantial impact of the tails of the distribution toward smaller particles. The size distributions measured by the different techniques were also used to model the AuNP concentration that would reach the cells in an in vitro toxicity experiment. Surprisingly, there was a strong impact of the analytical technique on the modeled cellular AuNP concentration for some of the AuNPs.
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What is the particle number concentration in this vial?

This paper describes a comprehensive investigation of particle number concentrations including a multi-method comparison, theoretical modeling, and cellular dosimetry.
Introduction

The enhanced or novel properties of nanoparticles (NPs) are expected to lead to their widespread use in consumer products such as in polymeric materials, and for commercial applications in textiles, biomedical applications, and environmental applications. NPs are defined as particles with one dimension between 1 nm and 100 nm. During the life cycle of these materials, it is possible that NPs will be released causing exposure to workers, consumers, and ecological receptors. This has led to extensive research to develop robust methods to assess potential toxicological risks and to quantify NPs in different matrices (e.g., water, soil, and biological tissues).

The issue concerning which dose metric to use in nanotoxicological studies (i.e., whether to use the mass, particle number, or surface area concentration to assess the response of cells or organisms to NP exposure) has been a topic of debate since nearly the beginning of the nanotoxicology field. While measuring a mass concentration for dissolved organic and inorganic substances is linearly related to their number concentration, the situation is more complex for NPs. Unlike dissolved chemicals, NPs have a distribution of sizes; they may undergo changes in test media such as dissolution or agglomeration; and the conversion from a mass- or surface area-based concentration to a number-based concentration requires a more complex formula than a simple linear correlation. Although the mass concentration is the most widely reported metric for the exposure concentration in nanotoxicology, some studies have suggested that alternative dose metrics such as the surface area-based or a particle number concentration (PNC)-based metric may more accurately reflect the toxicological response observed. In addition, recent research efforts have also been made to evaluate the size distribution of NPs associated with test organisms after exposure and the PNC of the organisms’ body burden after extraction from the tissue and resuspension into a liquid media.

In addition to their importance in nanotoxicology, PNC measurements also have regulatory importance. For example, the use of a PNC as the metric in some geographical locations such as the European Union (e.g., 50 % of the particles between 1 nm and 100 nm) has been proposed for determining if a substance is labelled as containing NPs. In addition, one key consideration for the use of OECD ecotoxicology test guidelines with NPs is what dose metric to use when evaluating if the change in the exposure concentration has exceeded the limit of ± 20 %.

One of the principle challenges in determining the PNC of NPs suspended in aqueous media using size distribution measurements is that different analytical procedures can give varying results. This stems partly from the potential for even a small number (1 %) of NP agglomerates to shift the whole size distribution to larger particle sizes for some techniques such as nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) and dynamic light scattering (DLS), given that these techniques are much more sensitive to larger particles. Other techniques such as single particle inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (spICP-MS) would count agglomerates as part of the tail toward larger particles, but this would be unlikely to shift the full size distribution. In addition, NP size measurement techniques also measure slightly different properties of the NPs with some measuring only the NP core diameter (e.g., scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and spICP-MS), while other techniques (e.g., DLS and NTA) also measure the hydrodynamic diameter, which
includes the NP surface coating (if the NP is being stabilized) and hydrated water ions. Therefore, previous studies typically show that DLS and NTA results yield larger diameters for NPs than results from other techniques that only measure the NP core.\textsuperscript{41-43} When converting from the measured size to the NP number concentration, it is unclear to what degree these size differences would impact the PNC. For some techniques that directly measure the NP core, there are also limitations such as low throughput analysis and challenges with sample deposition for SEM analysis.\textsuperscript{44} Some techniques also directly measure the NP number concentration such as spICP-MS, NTA, and potentially differential mobility analysis (DMA).\textsuperscript{45-47} However, it is unclear to what degree these direct PNC measurements agree among techniques or with PNC values derived using NP size measurements.

There have been several studies that have compared PNC measurements across laboratories for the same initial NPs using a single technique. Among studies utilizing spICP-MS, one study was performed by a post hoc analysis of previously published spICP-MS data for the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) reference material (RM) 30 nm and 60 nm gold nanoparticles (AuNPs),\textsuperscript{45} and two other studies assessed silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) in food simulants\textsuperscript{48} or after addition to chicken meat.\textsuperscript{49} An interlaboratory comparison has also been conducted on polystyrene NPs and 30 nm AuNPs using NTA.\textsuperscript{47} In the spICP-MS interlaboratory comparison of AuNP results, the PNC recoveries for the 60 nm AuNP ranged between 63.9% and 99.95%, while the PNC recoveries for the 30 nm AuNP ranged between 14.8% and 102.2%, suggesting that larger NPs may yield better recoveries.\textsuperscript{45} Results for AgNPs yielded an even broader range with the average recovery (after removal of outliers) ranging between 0.6% and 39% compared to the expected values from the manufacturer.\textsuperscript{48} This result that could stem from numerous factors including particle dissolution, losses from adsorption to the containers,\textsuperscript{50} and how the transport efficiency was calculated.\textsuperscript{51} However, there has not yet been a comparison among techniques for measuring PNCs.

In this study, we conducted a multi-technique (Table 1) and multi-laboratory study to investigate the comparability of PNC results for four AuNPs. To minimize variability that could result from NP dissolution, matrix effects from complex aqueous matrices, or agglomeration as a result of a high ionic strength media, a simple scenario was evaluated, namely AuNPs in water. Four monodisperse AuNPs were tested: two NIST RMs (8012 and 8013) and two commercially available AuNPs with different surface coatings which impacted the surface charge (positively-charged branched polyethyleneimine (bPEI) and negatively-charged polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)). Three samples were negatively charged: citrate-stabilized, AuNPs NIST RM 8012 and RM 8013 with nominal diameters of 30 nm and 60 nm, respectively, and the PVP AuNPs, while the bPEI AuNPs were positively charged (Table S1). Because the measured mean values and shape of the size distributions were found to vary among techniques, statistical analysis was performed to understand the impact of variations in these and other parameters on the derived PNC results. The size distributions measured by the different techniques were also used to model the AuNP concentration that would reach the cells in an \textit{in vitro} toxicity experiment, an approach that has been used to evaluate the toxicological effects of NPs on, for example, human macrophage\textsuperscript{52} and alveolar epithelial cells.\textsuperscript{53}
Methods

Test materials

Four aqueous dispersions of different monodisperse AuNPs with approximate spherical shapes were tested in this study. Certain commercial products or equipment are described in this paper in order to specify adequately the experimental procedure. In no case does such identification imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that it is necessarily the best available for the purpose. For the RMs, particle sizes were previously extensively characterized at NIST with detailed information provided in the ROIs. The other two samples, purchased commercially, were PVP and bPEI coated AuNP suspensions with nominal diameters of 30 nm. The characteristics of the AuNPs suspensions studied here, are provided either in the NIST ROI or by the manufacturer are given in Table S1. The identity for the two NIST RMs was revealed to the analysts at all three laboratories while the other two samples were unknown (except for one splCP-MS analyst and the total Au analysts at one laboratory who were aware of the properties for all four NPs).

NIST RM 8012 and NIST RM 8013 aqueous suspensions were supplied in 5 mL hermetically sealed pre-scored glass ampoules sterilized by gamma irradiation. For both commercial AuNP samples, 5 mL aliquots were supplied in glass vials or in Nalgene bottles. Ice packs were used to keep the samples at 4 °C during shipping.

Laboratory 1: Total gold analysis

The mass fraction of Au in the test materials at various timepoints was quantified by ICP-MS throughout the study. The purpose of these measurements is that they were used to derive the PNC values. For laboratory 1, two to three nominal, 0.25 g subsamples per vial were accurately weighed into individual, clean, low density polyethylene (LDPE) bottles. The mass of each subsample was recorded to ± 0.00001 g. Following this, 0.1 mL of concentrated nitric acid (HNO₃) and 0.3 mL of concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCl) (both Optima grade, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) were added and the samples allowed to digest at room temperature for 15 h. Sample solutions were observed to turn from pink to colorless. Process blanks, composed of 0.25 g of water, were treated in the same manner as samples. All water used for sample processing was prepared in-house by sub-boiling distillation using a conditioned, quartz still with deionized water as feedstock. An accurately weighed mass of platinum (Pt) internal standard solution, prepared from NIST SRM 3140 Platinum Standard Solution, was added to each sample and process blank (collectively referred to as “samples”). Samples were then quantitatively diluted with 10 g of water, forming the first serial dilution. Samples were quantitatively diluted a second time using an aqueous diluent solution composed of 0.5 % thiourea (w/v), 2.4 % HCl (v/v) and 0.4 % HNO₃ (v/v).

Mass spectrometric analyses were performed on a ThermoFisher Scientific X series II ICP-MS equipped with matrix tolerant (Xt) cones and operated at 1400 W. Solutions were introduced via a peristaltic pump into a low-flow (100 µL/min) PFA micro-concentric nebulizer. The nebulizer was fitted to an impact-bead spray chamber cooled to 2 °C. Measurements were made in continuous mode using peak jump data acquisition with one point per peak. Three to five blocks of data, each one minute in duration, were acquired per sample. Signal intensities at m/z 195 and 197 were recorded. Duplicate mass spectrometric analyses were acquired per sample. The mass
The mass fraction of Au measured in this manner includes contributions from Au present both as AuNPs and as ionic Au. In order to assess whether any free ionic Au (i.e. not bound as AuNPs) was present in the test materials, nominal 0.2 g subsamples were accurately weighed into 15 mL centrifuge tubes, followed by the addition of nominal 5 mL water. Samples were then centrifuged at –15 °C for 1 h at 7000 g (Allegra 25R fixed angle rotor, Beckman Coulter). Two, nominal 1 mL subsamples of the supernatant were carefully withdrawn from the centrifuged samples and accurately weighed into LDPE bottles. A known mass of Pt internal standard was added, the samples were diluted gravimetrically in 4 mL of the thiourea/acid diluent, and the mass fraction of Au was measured in the manner described above.

Laboratory 2: Total gold analysis

All AuNP suspensions were prepared at four different dilutions with Milli-Q® 18.2 MΩ·cm ultrapure water. Triplicate aliquots (0.5 mL) of each dilution level were transferred to 15 mL polyethylene screw-capped tubes (Corning Sciences, Corning, New York) and a total of 12 replicates were analyzed for each AuNP. One mL of freshly prepared aqua regia ((3:1 v/v, HCl (BDH VWR Analytical, Radnor, PA): HNO₃ (Honeywell Fluka, Mexico City, Mexico)) was added to each tube and put onto a mixer for 30 min. Once dissolved, the solutions were diluted to a final volume of 10 mL with 2 % L-cysteine hydrochloride monohydrate (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) (w/v) in Milli-Q® 18.2 MΩ·cm ultrapure water. The samples were diluted an additional five-fold with 2 % HCl (v/v), 2 % L-cysteine hydrochloride monohydrate (w/v) in Milli-Q® 18.2 MΩ·cm ultrapure water.

Calibration standards for a four-point calibration curve were prepared by diluting the elemental Au standard purchased from High Purity Standards (Charleston, SC) with 2 % HCl (v/v), 2 % L-cysteine hydrochloride monohydrate (w/v) in Milli-Q® 18.2 MΩ·cm ultrapure water. Aliquots of three samples were selected as laboratory control spikes (LCS). An elemental gold standard solution was spiked into the LCS samples at three different concentrations: 0.2 mg/L, 0.4 mg/L, and 0.6 mg/L.

The instrument used for the elemental analysis was a Perkin Elmer Optima 8300DV ICP optical emission spectrophotometer (Waltham, PA). The samples were analyzed against a four-point external calibration curve. A rinse solution containing 2 % HCl (v/v) and 2 % L-cysteine hydrochloride monohydrate (w/v) was used to minimize instrument carry-over between samples. The rinse time was set to 180 s. A 0.5 mg/L quality control standard was used to assess the accuracy of the calibration curve during the analysis. A 0.5 mg/L solution of scandium (High Purity Standards) was run in-line with the samples and standards to serve as an internal standard.
Laboratory 1: Single particle inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (spICP-MS) analysis

Single particle ICP-MS measurements of all samples in Laboratory 1 were conducted using a Thermo Electron X Series X7 quadrupole ICP-MS quadrupole ICP-MS system (Waltham, MA, USA) with a C-type nebulizer (0.5 mL/min) and an impact bead spray chamber cooled to 2 °C. Descriptions of the spICP-MS technique and all other analytical techniques are provided in Table 1. The instrument was tuned daily to a minimum $^{156}$CeO/$^{140}$Ce oxide level (<2%) and a maximum $^{115}$In sensitivity. The sample flow rate was set to approximately 0.45 mL/min, and the uptake rate was measured daily, in triplicate, by weighing the water uptake after 5 min of aspiration. NIST RM AuNP suspensions were prepared in triplicate by serial dilution of stock suspensions with deionized water to an approximate particle number concentration of 15000 particles/mL. However, for the two unknown samples (PVP and bPEI AuNPs), three different dilution levels were tested to obtain an adequate PNC that provided a sufficient number of events for counting statistics and that minimized the particle coincidence occurrence. A blank (deionized water) and at least five soluble Au standards ranging from 0 to 100 ng/g Au in a thiourea solution (0.1 % thiourea (w/v), 2.4 % HCl (v/v), and 0.5 % HNO$_3$ (v/v)) were measured to calculate the Au sensitivity of the instrument. NIST RM 8013 was used as the NP calibrant for all materials except the RM 8013 measurements, in which case, RM 8012 was used. Since an AuNP standard was used, the measurement of Au standards was not necessary, but this was performed in order to assess differences in transport efficiencies computed by the frequency and size methods, a finding recently reported in a thorough study on this topic.$^{51}$ As differences were observed, the transport efficiency calculated via the frequency method was used for direct PNC quantification, whereas a response factor (expressed in counts per second per ng of Au) established from signal intensities measured for RM 8013 was used to measure the particle size distribution (PSD).$^{56-58}$ For spICP-MS measurements of AuNPs, the signal for $^{197}$Au was recorded using time-resolved analysis mode with Thermo Fisher PlasmaLab software using a 10 ms dwell time. Data were exported to Microsoft Excel for data processing. Ionic standard solutions were analyzed for 180 s, while AuNP standards and suspensions were measured three times for 360 s for a total of 1080 s. A threshold of particle intensities five standard deviations above the mean signal intensity was chosen as the criteria for distinguishing between single particle events and the signal from dissolved ions in solution. Particle sizes were calculated for all single particle events.

Laboratory 2: Single particle inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (spICP-MS) analysis

Single particle ICP-MS measurements of all samples in Laboratory 2 were conducted using an Agilent Technologies, Inc. 7900 ICP-MS system (Santa Clara, Ca) with a MicroMist nebulizer and a Scott-style double-pass spray chamber. The instrument was auto-tuned daily. The sample flow rate was set to deliver 0.346 mL/min. All AuNP suspensions were prepared in triplicate by serial dilution of stock suspensions with 18.2 MΩ·cm ultrapure water to an approximate particle number concentration of 15000 particles/mL. The instrument was calibrated using an ionic blank (1 % HCl (v/v)) and a soluble Au standard of 1 ng/g Au in 1 % HCl (v/v). For spICP-MS measurements of AuNPs, RM 8013 was used as the NP calibrant for all samples except the RM 8013 measurements, in which case RM 8012 was used. The signal for $^{197}$Au was recorded using
single particle analysis mode with Agilent Technologies MassHunter software (ver. 4.3) using a 
0.1 ms dwell time. The MassHunter software calculated the transport efficiency via the frequency 
method for particle number concentration quantification and PSD. The standard solution was 
analyzed for 120 s, while AuNP suspensions were measured three times for 120 s for a total of 
360 s. A threshold of particle intensities five standard deviations above the mean signal intensity 
was chosen as the criteria for distinguishing between single particle events and the signal from 
dissolved ions in solution. Data were exported to Microsoft Excel for data processing. Particle 
sizes were calculated for all single particle events.

Laboratory 3: Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA)

All measurements for nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) were made using a Malvern 
NS500Z with software version 3.1. This software incorporates a finite track length adjustment 
(FTLA) algorithm, that compensates for the size distribution broadening caused by the stochastic 
nature of the Brownian motion. Hence, all results of NTA provide representative width of the 
particles, also described as hydrodynamic radii.\textsuperscript{59}

Furthermore, the NTA system was calibrated for particle concentration measurements with 
100 nm polystyrene NP (Malvern Instruments) at different levels of detector sensitivity. These 
recordings of the Brownian motion were then analyzed with different amplification settings. This 
calibration process for particle concentrations allows for accurate detection all particles present in 
a given observation window for different types of materials and with it different particle surface 
reflectivity. The number of particles per mL is calculated based on this number providing a direct 
observation of particle concentration.

The NTA system allows a dynamic or static observation of the investigated particles. The 
dynamic sample introduction system produces a continuous flow of particles, which allows 
analysis of between 1500 to 3000 individual particles within 60 s compared with the just 20 to 
30 particles in the static arrangement. The dynamic arrangement increases the number of observed 
particles by a factor close to 100, which of course also improves the statistical robustness of the 
observed PSD. The dynamic setup was used for all cases, where over the recording period no 
significant reduction of the particle numbers (which would indicate agglomeration) was observed. 
If a reduction of the particle number was determined, then any recordings with a significant 
decreased particle number was excluded from the data analysis. In addition, each time before a 
repeated series of measurements started, the sample was vortexed rigorously followed immediately 
by the recording of the Brownian motion. Additional information for specific analysis conditions 
used to measure the different samples are provided in the SI.

Laboratory 2: Differential mobility analysis (DMA)

A 450 µL aliquot of each well-mixed sample was transferred to a polyethylene micro-
centrifuge tube purchased from Axygen (Union City, CA) and capped. The samples were 
centrifuged in a Beckman Coulter centrifuge (Brea, CA) at 6 290 RCF for 12 min. Following 
centrifugation, 425 µL of supernatant was removed and discarded while the individual 
nanoparticles remained in a pellet on the bottom of the tube. The pelleted particles were re-
suspended by adding 275 µL of 5.0 mmol/L ammonium acetate purchased from JT Baker (Center
Valley, CA) and vortexed for 20 s. The buffer exchange resulted in the re-suspended particles being concentrated by a factor of 1.5. In addition, greater than 90% of the insoluble sodium citrate buffer was replaced with a volatile buffer which helped to reduce background particle formation during the nebulization process.

The ES/DMA instrument consisted of a TSI 3480 Electrospray Aerosol Generator coupled to a TSI 3082 Electrostatic Classifier and a TSI 3788 Nano Water-Based Condensation Particle Counter (CPC; TSI Incorporated, Shoreview, MN). TSI Aerosol Instrument Manager Software (ver. 10.1.0.6) was used to collect the data. The samples were placed in the pressurized sampling chamber and sprayed through a 0.040 mm diameter capillary. The flow rate of the carrier gas was 1.2 L/min. The dried aerosol then passes to the dynamic mobility analyzer where the voltage is ramped from -12 V to -4.2 kV. The sheath flow in the DMA was set at 15 L/min. The diameter of AuNPs was characterized by electrical mobility, which is inversely proportional to the projected area of the particle. Once sized, the particles travel to the CPC where they were counted. Size distribution data was collected over a minimum of 20 consecutive scans for each unknown sample.

Coating AuNPs with insoluble sodium citrate salt during the electrospray process affects the size measurement of particle diameters. Therefore, corrected values for the mobility size of bare AuNPs for NIST 8012, NIST 8013, and PVP AuNP samples were determined using a method described previously\textsuperscript{60} using the following equation:

\[
d_{p0} = \frac{3}{\sqrt{d_{p,m}^3 - d_s^3}}
\]  

We were able to determine a corrected value for the mobility size of bare AuNPs \(d_{p0}\), where \(d_{p,m}\) and \(d_s\) are mobility sizes measured by DMA of the AuNPs covered with a layer of dried salts and nanoparticles consisting of only the salt itself, respectively.

\textit{Laboratory 3: Dynamic light scattering (DLS)}

All DLS measurements were performed using a Malvern Nano Zetasizer ZS90. This instrument is equipped with a He-Ne laser 633 nm and it detects the scattered light at a 90-degree angle. The performance of this instrument was periodically evaluated using NIST RM 8012 and 8013. The measurements follow the description of the DLS measurement method given in the NIST ROIs\textsuperscript{54,55}. Briefly, all cuvettes were rinsed and the samples filtered with a 0.1 µm filter (Acrodisc-syringe filter, Pall Corporation) prior to analysis. All measurements were made in the automated mode, where the instrument selected the attenuation factor and then recorded between 11 and 18 runs measuring the dynamic light scattering of the particles. It transformed the variation of the scattered light into the autocorrelation function, from which the instrument selected to 10 best ones for calculating the z-average size and the polydispersity.

NIST RM8013 was diluted by a factor or 10 with MilliQ water (> 18 MΩ·cm), whereas all the other samples were diluted by a factor of 5. Before each measurement the cuvettes were mixed for approximated 10 s using a vortex. Special care was taken to remove any air bubbles, which could have developed during the stirring process.

\textit{Laboratory 1: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)}
In Laboratory 1, the NIST ROI size and size distribution values for SEM were used for the RM8012 and 8013 samples, while those for the PVP and bPEI AuNP samples were independently measured. Detailed information for the HR-SEM method for analysis of the PVP and bPEI AuNP samples has been previously described. Briefly, a previously published protocol was used but with a slight modification in that samples were added to Si wafer chips. HR-SEM measurements of clean and individual AuNPs were acquired within 2 d of sample preparation from 6 replicates of each sample and at least 10 individual locations within a selected site on each wafer. Examples of the micrographs obtained for the different AuNPs by the two laboratories are provided in Figure S13.

**Laboratory 2: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)**

Samples were prepared for SEM by dilution with ultra-pure electronics-grade water supplied by an in-house water purification unit designed by Smith Engineering (Eden Prairie, MN). Two µL of diluted sample were applied using an adjustable Eppendorf pipettor (Hauppauge, NY) to the surface of a 200 mesh formvar coated copper grid purchased from Ted Pella, Inc. (Redding, CA) to obtain a nominal concentration of approximately 5.0 x 10^6 particles per grid for determination of mean particle diameter by SEM. The samples were allowed to dry and were submitted for imaging without any additional sample preparation.

To ensure statistical significance, a minimum of 200 images were collected for each particle type. A Hitachi SU-8230 Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (Schaumburg, IL) was used to collect the images of the AuNP samples. A scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) in a SEM hybrid technique was used which combines through-sample imaging of TEM with the focused rastering electron beam of SEM. The instrument accelerating voltage was set at 30 KeV with a working distance of 8 mm and a tilt of 0 degrees. The bright field-STEM imaging mode was used in STEM mode with a magnification of 100 000 x. Each image was processed with a median filter and a sharpening filter before segmentation.

Image Pro Premier software (Rockville, MD) was used to identify and size particles. For the NIST RM 8012, PVP and bPEI AuNP samples, the default “Dark” segmentation routine in Image Pro Plus was used with smoothing set to 3 and grow set to 1. For the NIST RM 8013 sample, a manual segmentation was applied, selecting all pixels between 0 to 80 on the 0 to 255 grayscale range, with smoothing set to 3 and grow set to 3. Segmented images were analyzed for maximum particle diameter. Images were taken at 100 000 x with an image resolution of 2 560 x 1 920 to ensure that 30 nm diameter particles had ~ 50 pixels across in accordance with NIST procedure PCC-15. The pixel size at these imaging conditions was 0.4961 nm per pixel or 2.016 pixels per nm. The particle diameter values were exported into Excel and each processed image was visually inspected for identification of sizing errors, making sure that the segmentation of particles was correct and did not include multiple particles (doublets, triplets, etc.) or any foreign material that was not an AuNP.

**Modeling the cellular concentration**

The DG-ISDD model was used to investigate the modelled cellular concentration using the following cellular exposure condition for all measurements: solvent viscosity (0.00081 kg s\(^{-1}\)).
m⁻¹), solvent density (1.0104 g/cm³), solvent temperature (37 °C), gold density (19.3 g/cm³), agglomerate density equivalent to gold density (i.e., no agglomeration), column height (6.0 mm; approximately equivalent to 0.2 mL in a 96-well plate), initial concentration (0.1 mg/cm³), simulation duration (24 h), no dissolution, and the sticky bottom assumption. The mean size or PSD (using the mass fraction in different size bins) measured using the various techniques for each of the four different AuNPs were also input into the model. It is important to note that changing these parameters, such as the column height, would impact the modeled results. The model was run using Matlab (2017).

Statistical analyses: Particle size distribution (PSD)

For the methods that provide data on each individual particle size (i.e., SEM and spICP-MS), these data were then summarized using various statistics such as the mean particle size, standard deviation of the PSD, etc. Plots of the PSD were produced using kernel density estimation procedures. The data sets from different replications were combined to produce a single data set for each laboratory and each user.

All the remaining measurement methods produced size data in terms of frequency tables although their resolution differed. For example, differential mobility analysis (DMA) of NIST 8013 had bin sizes of around 1 nm, while the DLS frequency table for the same particle had bin sizes of various widths depending on the size of the center. These ranged from 1 nm to 20 nm. An example of this type of data for DMA is given in Table S3.

All methods produced replicated measurements. There are various methods of transforming this type of data into a PSD. The simplest method is to simply compute the proportions in each size category (i.e., bin), and then compute their averages and standard deviations. This approach can produce results that are not a true PSD in the sense that the averaged proportions do not have to add up to 1.

In this manuscript, the method used for calculating the PSD from a frequency table is based on a multinomial model. The advantage of this method is that it always produces a PSD where the proportions add up to 1, and it comes with uncertainty that incorporates various sources, such as uncertainty due to repeatability, as well as uncertainty due to the resolution of the frequency table.

The multinomial statistical model states that the counts in the bins of the frequency table follow a multinomial distribution:

\[(n_{1j}, \ldots, n_{kj}) \sim \text{Multinomial}(p_{1j}, \ldots, p_{kj}, N_j), j = 1, \ldots, J\]  

(5)

where \(J\) is the number of replicates, \(N_j\) is the total number of particles counted in replicate \(j\), \((n_{1j}, \ldots, n_{kj})\) are the particle counts in each bin in replicate \(j\). The \(p_{ij}\) are the population proportions of particles in the \(i^{th}\) bin of replicate \(j\). The objective is to estimate the \(p_{ij}\) and their uncertainties, and if necessary to combine them to obtain “average” values over the replicate samples. The average is not a simple arithmetic mean but is obtained using a hierarchical multinomial logit model for the \(p_{ij}\) :
\[ p_{ij} = \frac{\theta_{ij}}{\sum_{k=1}^{k=1} \theta_{ij}}, \quad \theta_{ij} = e^{\beta_{ij}}, \quad \beta_{ij} \sim N(\beta_{0i}, \sigma_i^2), i = 1, \ldots, k, j = 1, \ldots, J. \]  

(6)

The notation \( N(\beta_{0i}, \sigma_i^2) \) means a Gaussian distribution with mean \( \beta_{0i} \) and variance \( \sigma_i^2 \). In this statistical model the between-replicate uncertainty is represented by \( \sigma_i^2 \), and the “average” values of the proportions for category \( i \) are

\[ \frac{e^{\beta_{0i}}}{\sum_{j=1}^{k=1} e^{\beta_{0j}}} \quad i = 1, \ldots, k. \]  

(7)

To obtain point estimates and uncertainty of the relevant parameters we used a Bayesian analysis with non-informative prior distributions for the hyperparameters \( \beta_{0i}, \sigma_i^2 \), \( i = 1, \ldots, k \). We used a Gaussian distribution with a large variance \( (10^4) \) for the \( \beta_{0i} \), and Inverse Gamma distribution with small shape parameters \( (10^{-5}) \) for \( \sigma_i^2 \). More information about Bayesian methods and prior distributions in metrological applications are provided in section 6.1 of reference \(^{66}\). The computations were done using Markov Chain Monte Carlo implemented in OpenBUGS.\(^{67}\) Code is given in the Supplemental Methods.

**Statistical Analysis: Derived Particle Number Concentration (PNC)**

The derived NP number concentration formula for AuNPs is given as

\[ PNC = \frac{C_{\text{mass gold}}}{\rho_{\text{gold}} \times \frac{\pi}{6} \times (\text{size})^3} \]  

(8)

where \( C_{\text{mass gold}} \) is the Au mass concentration (\( \mu g/g \)), \( \rho_{\text{gold}} \) is the density of gold \( (19320 \pm 1.4) \text{ kg/m}^3 \) (uncertainty indicates standard uncertainty), \( \text{size} \) is the particle diameter (nm), and the units for PNC are particles/L. To determine \( C_{\text{mass gold}} \) for each AuNP, the mean, the standard error of the mean, and the number of subsamples for individual total Au measurements were input into the NIST Consensus Builder (freely available at consensus.nist.gov) which applied the DerSimonian-Laird procedure described by Koepeke et al.\(^{68}\) to produce a consensus value for each AuNP with uncertainty bounds, and an estimate of the between-sample variability called dark uncertainty. The equation for deriving the PNC (8) is well defined under the condition that all particles are of the same diameter. In our case, there is a PSD for each particle type and measurement method. In what follows we treat PSD as a probability distribution of the random variable \( \text{size} \). In this sense, PNC in (8) is a random variable with a probability distribution and an expected value

\[ E[\text{PNC}] = E \left[ \frac{C_{\text{mass gold}}}{\rho_{\text{gold}} \times \frac{\pi}{6} \times (\text{size})^3} \right] = \sum \left( \frac{C_{\text{mass gold}}}{\rho_{\text{gold}} \times \frac{\pi}{6} \times (\text{size})^3} \right) P(\text{size}), \]  

(9)

which we can use to represent PNC. Most often in the literature,\(^{45, 51, 56, 57, 69}\) (8) has been approximated using the average (or expected) particle size \( E(\text{size}) \) computed over the PSD as

\[ \text{PNC}_{\text{mean}} = \frac{C_{\text{mass gold}}}{\rho_{\text{gold}} \times \frac{\pi}{6} \times (E(\text{size}))^3} \]  

(10)

When the range of particle sizes is large, that is, when the variance of the PSD is large, or when the PSD is not symmetric, \( \text{PNC}_{\text{mean}} \) is not a very good approximation of \( E[\text{PNC}] \). As described in subsequent sections, other features of the PSD may be better.
Because the function $\frac{c_{mass\,gold}}{\rho_{gold} \times \frac{7}{6} \times (E(size))^3}$ is convex in size, a mathematical property of expectation of convex functions, the Jensen’s inequality, guarantees that $PNC_{distribution} \geq PNC_{mean}$, and so the estimate (10) is an underestimate of $E[PNC]$.

For measurement methods which produce individual particle sizes (spICP-MS), where the data is in the form of $s_1, \ldots, s_N$, $E[PNC]$ is computed simply as

$$E[PNC] = PNC_{distribution} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{c_{mass\,gold}}{\rho_{gold} \times \frac{7}{6} \times (s_i)^3}. \quad (11)$$

The specific value of $E[PNC]$ will depend on the sample size $N$, and in that sense, has an uncertainty associated with it. There is also uncertainty in $c_{mass\,gold}$ and $\rho_{gold}$, and so $E[PNC]$ has an uncertainty associated with it. This can be calculated using Monte Carlo propagation of uncertainty.\(^{66}\) An example of the statistical models to include uncertainty due to $c_{mass\,gold}$ and $\rho_{gold}$ for NIST RM 8013 is $c_{mass\,gold} \sim N(51.86, 0.32^2)$, $\rho_{gold} \sim N(19320, 1.4^2)$.

For size measurement methods that estimate PSD using a frequency table as in equation (6),

$$E[PNC] = PNC_{distribution} = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{c_{mass\,gold} \times p_{ij}}{\rho_{gold} \times \frac{7}{6} \times (s_i)^3}. \quad (12)$$

When equation (7) is used, it becomes

$$E[PNC] = PNC_{distribution} = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{c_{mass\,gold} \times \frac{e^{\beta_{oi}}}{\sum_{j=1}^{K} e^{\beta_{oj}}}}{\rho_{gold} \times \frac{7}{6} \times (s_i)^3}. \quad (13)$$

As an example, the statistical model to estimate particle number concentration for NIST RM 8013 using DMA is:

$c_{mass\,gold} \sim N(51.86, 0.32^2)$

$\rho_{gold} \sim N(19320, 1.4^2)$

$(n_1, \ldots, n_{13})_j \sim Multinomial(p_{1j}, \ldots, p_{13j}, N_j), j = 1, \ldots, 20$

$p_{ij} = \frac{\theta_{ij}}{\sum_{i=1}^{13} \theta_{ij}}, \quad \theta_{ij} = e^{\beta_{ij}}, \quad \beta_{ij} \sim N(\beta_{0i}, \sigma_i^2), i = 1, \ldots, 13, j = 1, \ldots, 20$

$$PNC_{distribution} = \sum_{k=1}^{13} \frac{c_{mass\,gold} \times \frac{e^{\beta_{0i}}}{\sum_{j=1}^{K} e^{\beta_{oj}}}}{\rho_{gold} \times \frac{7}{6} \times (s_i)^3}.$$

Note that this statistical model assumes that all particles in bin $i$ have diameters exactly equal to $s_i$. As the size of the bins ranges from 1.8 nm (bin center 47.8 nm) to 2.7 nm (bin center 73.7 nm), it is appropriate to account for this additional uncertainty in $PNC_{distribution}$ by letting size be a random variable with a triangular distribution as in $s_i \sim \text{triangular}(\text{low}, \text{center}, \text{high})$, where low and high are the two bin boundaries, and center is the bin center.
The evaluation of this statistical model via Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo produced our estimates of \( P_{\text{distribution}} \) and of their uncertainty.

Statistical Analysis: Impact of Size Distribution Shape on Derived Particle Number Concentration \( (PNC) \)

Modeling of the impact of the shape of the distribution on the PNC was performed using a skew Normal distribution which is defined by the following equation:

\[
 f(x) = \frac{2}{s\sqrt{\pi}} e^{-\frac{(x-\theta)^2}{2s^2}} \int_{-\infty}^{a(x-\theta/s)} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{t^2}{2}} dt 
\]  

(14)

with parameters \( \theta \) (location), \( s \) (scale), and \( a \) (shape). When \( a = 0 \), the density becomes the Normal distribution. Skewness increases with the absolute value of \( a \). Larger or smaller values of \( s \) correspond to greater or narrower widths of the distribution, respectively. Particle number concentrations were calculated for model distributions with different values of \( a \) and \( s \) using the approach described in the previous sections.

Results and Discussion

Gold mass concentration results

One key measurement used in the derivation of the PNC is the sample’s total Au mass concentration. Thus, we first measured the total Au mass concentrations in all of the AuNP samples. For all samples, there was good agreement among all measurements of the total Au mass concentration performed using ICP-MS or ICP-optical emission spectroscopy (Figure S1). Surprisingly, one vial of the PVP AuNPs, which was opened at the beginning of the study, showed unexpected results with the PNC decreasing after every subsequent measurement (Figure S2). Therefore, we monitored this trend over a 2-year period, analyzing the sample periodically by both spICP-MS and total Au ICP-MS measurements. Interestingly, changes were not observed for unopened vials from the same manufacturer shipment or for vials of the bPEI AuNPs that had been open for a similar time period. While the cause of this change for the opened PVP AuNP sample was unclear, these results suggest that time-dependent changes in NP samples should be monitored to ensure that they do not impact total mass or PNC measurements.

The amount of Au measured in the process blanks was negligible. The mass fraction of Au measured in the supernatant of centrifuged samples, representing the “ionic” Au portion ranged from 30 µg/kg Au to 85 µg/kg which amounted to less than 0.2 % of the total Au mass fraction in the test materials. Analysis of the supernatant of centrifuged samples by spICP-MS showed that some AuNPs were present, indicating that the centrifuge procedure had not removed all of the AuNPs from suspension. As such, the “ionic” Au mass fraction in the test materials is no greater than 30 µg/kg Au to 85 µg/kg.

Size results

The values measured for the mean size in this study for DMA and SEM by Laboratory 2 for RM 8012 and 8013 were within 10 % of the values reported in the NIST Reports of Investigation (ROIs) (see Table S1), which falls within the expanded uncertainty of the
reference value (see Figures 1 and S3, or 2 for size distribution comparisons using boxplots or
kernel density plots, respectively); kernel density plots show a smooth curve (i.e., without binning)
estimating the probability density function of a continuous variability in this case the fraction of
an AuNP over the size distribution. The DLS mean size values of RM 8012 and 8013 measured
by Laboratory 3 and those measured in a recent study at NIST\textsuperscript{71} of RM 8013 were also within 10
% of the ROI values.

A trend was found among all of the AuNPs analyzed which showed that the NTA and DLS
analyses typically yielded larger size values than the techniques that only measured the core of the
AuNP (e.g., spICP-MS and SEM), a result similar to other studies that compared NP size
distributions among analytical techniques.\textsuperscript{41-43} This finding could stem from a contribution of the
surface coating and hydrated water ions to the size measurement for the NTA and DLS values or
from these techniques being more strongly impacted by AuNP agglomerates. Overall, DLS
provided the broadest size distributions among the techniques tested. This is likely due in part to
DLS analysis being strongly impacted by the largest particles (signal intensity is proportional to
diameter to the sixth power\textsuperscript{72}), which has a substantial influence on polydisperse samples, and that
the autocorrelation function measured by the instrument is deconvoluted using bins on a
logarithmic scale and also assumptions of a monodisperse, normal distribution on the logarithmic
scale. As a result of these limitations, output from DLS instruments is typically reported as the “z-
average size” rather than a size distribution. However, the choice of which output to prioritize is
case specific and depends on numerous factors such as the particle properties (e.g., geometry,
dielectric constant, and size polydispersity) which impact the degree to which the sample can
satisfy the Mie theory-based model and what is fit for purpose for the measurement.\textsuperscript{72-75} In this
study, we mainly used an intensity-based size distribution which follows the approach described
in the NIST ROIs.\textsuperscript{54, 55} The potential for agglomeration in DI water for each of the four AuNPs
was evaluated using DLS (Figure S4). These analyses showed modest agglomeration across a 14
d period for the NIST RM 8012 and 8013 and PVP AuNP samples. In contrast, substantial
agglomeration (initial peak decreased to near 0 %) was observed for the bPEI AuNP samples after
10 d or 4 d for the samples in plastic or glass, respectively (Figures S4 and S5).

One unexpected finding was the impact of the sample container (glass versus plastic) on
the size measurements of the bPEI AuNP sample using hydrodynamic size-based techniques. From
a visual inspection, it was clear that agglomeration rapidly occurred in the glass vials that were
shipped from the manufacturer as indicated by a change in their color over time even when the
samples were stored under refrigerated conditions (Figure S6). This finding was corroborated by
DLS analyses which showed greater agglomeration for the samples shipped from the manufacturer
in glass versus those shipped and stored in plastic (Figure S5). The different behaviors of the bPEI
AuNPs in these different containers may be a result of different interactions of the AuNPs with the
different container surfaces or the leaching of compounds from the containers which interacted
with the AuNPs. The agglomeration of these samples, in addition to the potential for interactions
of the positively-charged AuNPs with the different components of the sample introduction system,
presented problems for several of the analytical techniques such as DMA, which was unable to
measure the bPEI AuNP samples. While agglomeration of these samples also posed problems for
NTA, adjusting the protocol (shortening the analysis period prior to redispersing the samples using
vortexing between runs) yielded results for the bPEI AuNP samples stored in plastic containers that were reproducible and exhibited a similar size distribution as the SEM and spICP-MS results (Figure 2). For the samples stored in glass, however, analysis using this revised protocol still yielded NTA size results that were substantially larger than those for spICP-MS and SEM with a tail that skewed toward larger sized particles (Figure S5). To evaluate to what extent the observed results could be impacted by vial-to-vial variability, three different vials of the bPEI AuNP samples in plastic were analyzed on the same day by spICP-MS; results indicated minimal vial-to-vial variability (Figure S7).

Modeling derived nanoparticle number concentration results

To better understand differences between the PNC<sub>mean</sub> and PNC<sub>distribution</sub> values obtained from the five analytical techniques, statistical modeling was first performed to reveal the impact of various parameters on the PNC results. The results in this section reflect statistical modeling using skew Normal distributions, and not the size distributions measured in this study for any of the techniques. The theoretical impact of several parameters on the calculated NP number concentration was investigated: total Au mass concentration, mean of the NP size distribution (Θ), a tail in the distribution, and a change in the breadth of the distribution. Particle number concentrations were derived using PNC<sub>distribution</sub> or PNC<sub>mean</sub> using equations (11) or (10), respectively.

The most straightforward parameter to evaluate was the impact of the gold concentration. A bias in this parameter was shown to have a linear impact on the NP number concentration (Figure 3A). For example, if the total gold concentration is underestimated by 5 % or 10 %, the NP number concentration will be similarly underestimated by 5 % or 10 %, respectively.

The impact of a bias in NP size (derived using either PNC<sub>distribution</sub> or PNC<sub>mean</sub>) on the NP number concentration is more complex because it is asymmetric and based on size to the inverse third power. If the size is overestimated by a factor of 20 %, the PNC will be underestimated by ≈ 42 % (Figure 3B). Conversely, if the size is underestimated by a factor of 20 %, the PNC will be overestimated by ≈ 95 %. It is also important to point out that the magnitude of the bias in the NP number concentration exponentially decreases for smaller negative size biases. If the size is underestimated by 10 %, for example, the overestimation in NP number concentration is 37 %. Note that there were up to 10 % differences in the NP mean sizes measured by different techniques in this study compared to those measured in the NIST ROIs for RM 8012 and 8013, which would correspond to differences among PNC<sub>mean</sub> values of − 24 % to + 37 %.

To evaluate the influence of the breadth of the NP distribution and skewed distributions with tails toward either smaller or larger NP sizes, fifteen model distributions were generated using skew Normal distributions (Figure 3C). When changing the breadth of the distribution (s), the impact on PNC<sub>mean</sub> depended upon the skew (a). In the absence of a skew (a = 0), there was no impact on the PNC<sub>mean</sub> (Figure 3D). When the skew resulted in a distribution with a tail toward larger particles (a > 0), increasing the breadth of the distribution decreased PNC<sub>mean</sub>. This result stems from the tail toward larger particles increasing the mean size which would decrease the PNC
as shown in Figure 3B. The opposite trend was observed for distributions with a tail toward smaller particles.

The trends for PNC\textsubscript{distribution} (Figure 3E) differed in some regards from those for PNC\textsubscript{mean}. When the value of $s$ was greater than 0.05, the breadth of the distribution had a pronounced effect on PNC\textsubscript{distribution} at some skewness values ($a = -3, -2, 0$), but not when the distribution was skewed toward larger particles ($a = 2$ or 3). For the distributions skewed toward larger particles, there are counterbalancing trends: larger proportions of the distributions at larger NP sizes would yield fewer particles, yet the broader distribution would also slightly increase the proportion of the distribution at the smallest NP sizes, which would have a magnified impact on the derived PNC (Figure 3B). For a distribution without a skew ($a = 0$) or a skew toward smaller particles ($a = -3$ or -2), broader distributions (greater $s$ values) resulted in increased PNC\textsubscript{distribution} values (reflected in the blue, green, and grey traces in Figure 3E). This result is similar to that of PNC\textsubscript{mean} for distributions with tails toward smaller particles, but the magnitude of the increase was approximately a factor of five greater for PNC\textsubscript{distribution}.

When directly comparing the modeled results for PNC\textsubscript{mean} or PNC\textsubscript{distribution} (Figure 3F), one trend is striking: regardless of the distribution, PNC\textsubscript{distribution} is always greater than PNC\textsubscript{mean}. This result is a consequence of the Jensen’s inequality\textsuperscript{70} since PNC\textsubscript{distribution} is a convex function of size, and therefore, PNC\textsubscript{distribution} $\geq$ PNC\textsubscript{mean} (see Materials and methods section for additional details). Overall, the magnitude of the difference between PNC\textsubscript{distribution} and PNC\textsubscript{mean} increased with greater breadth of the distribution (indicated by increasing $s$ values) and for distributions with a greater proportion of the distribution skewed toward smaller particles (i.e., the difference was smallest for $a = 2$ or 3 and greatest for $a = -2$ or -3).

**Measured nanoparticle number concentration results**

Particle number concentrations were plotted for all the different particles using PNC\textsubscript{mean}, PNC\textsubscript{distribution} or PNC\textsubscript{direct} (Figure 4). In addition, pairwise comparisons (Figures 5, S8, S9, and S10) were calculated among the PNC values for each AuNP. This allowed for a direct comparison among techniques in terms of the degree of difference between their results, and also among the results for each technique depending upon if the mean or PSD was used to derive the PNC value, or if PNC was directly measured by the instrument. In agreement with the modeling, PNC\textsubscript{distribution} (indicated by an orange marker in Figure 4) was greater than PNC\textsubscript{mean} (indicated by a purple marker) for all conditions tested. The PNC\textsubscript{distribution} and PNC\textsubscript{mean} values were closest for the distributions without a tail toward smaller particles and for narrower distributions (e.g., the SEM results for RM 8012 or 8013) (Figures 5, 6, S9, S10, and S11), a result also in agreement with the modeling. The biggest discrepancies between the PNC\textsubscript{distribution} and PNC\textsubscript{mean} values were typically observed for the techniques that yielded the broadest distributions such as DLS. Importantly, these results reveal that this seemingly unimportant choice, namely whether to calculate PNC\textsubscript{distribution} or PNC\textsubscript{mean} values, can have a substantive (potentially > 50\%) impact on the derived PNC.

The influence of estimating the PNC using a range of central tendency indicators (mean, median, mode, 10\% trimmed mean, 10\% winsorized mean, and M\textsubscript{estimator}) or PNC\textsubscript{distribution} were compared for the PVP AuNP sample (Figure 7; these central tendency indicators are defined in
Table S2). The PVP AuNP sample was chosen since it was more polydisperse than the NIST RMs yet was able to be analyzed by all techniques, unlike for the bPEI AuNPs. While the use of alternate central tendency indicators to derive the PNC typically yielded PNC results that were less than \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \), there were some scenarios, for example using the mode as the central tendency indicator for DMA data, where PNCs were greater than \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) (Figure 7A). For all techniques except for DLS, the difference between the PNC derived using the different central tendency indicators and \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) was less than 20 % (Figure 7B). The greater difference for DLS between PNC values derived using central tendency indicators or the full size distribution can be explained by the substantially broader size distribution for DLS compared to those for the other techniques (Figure 2C); this resulted in \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) values for DLS that were more strongly impacted by the tail of the distribution toward smaller particles. Overall, the central tendency indicator that yielded results closest to \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) was the mode (Figure 7B). However, it was unclear to what extent this result would be generalizable to other samples since it cannot be explained by a mathematical formula.

For the techniques that provided \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) values (spICP-MS and NTA), it is informative to compare these values to \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) values obtained from the same technique (Figures 4 and 5). For spICP-MS measurements, \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) values for all of the samples except for the bPEI sample stored in glass are 3 % to 31 % lower than \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) measured by this technique (Figures 5, S8, S9, and S10). This result may stem from NP losses within the sample introduction system for the \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) measurements or the impact of the instrument calibration procedure and in particular the calculation of the transport efficiency.\(^{51}\) While it is possible \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) may be overestimated if the density for the NPs is lower than that of the bulk metal,\(^{76}\) this is unlikely to bias the measurements reported here since the calibration and \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) measurements used the same density value (i.e., that of bulk Au). In contrast to the spICP-MS results, \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) values for NTA were less than those directly measured using this technique for RM 8012 and the PVP and bPEI AuNPs (Figure 4A, 4C and 4D). This result likely stems from the size distribution measured using NTA being shifted to larger particles compared to those for most other techniques, which would result in a relatively lower \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \).

One valuable approach for comparing among NP size measurement techniques is evaluation against an established reference technique such as electron microscopy. In this study, \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \), \( \text{PNC}_{\text{mean}} \), and \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) results for all techniques were compared to \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) values measured in Laboratory 1 using SEM (Figure 6); the NIST ROI size distribution values were used for the 8012 and 8013 samples, while those for the PVP and bPEI AuNP samples were independently measured. Similar to the results from the NP size distribution measurements (Figures 1 and 2), the \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) values from the spICP-MS from both laboratories and SEM results from Laboratory 2 were generally the closest to the SEM value (indicated by the dotted grey line in Figure 4 which shows \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) for the Laboratory 1 SEM results). \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) and \( \text{PNC}_{\text{mean}} \) results from DMA, NTA, and DLS measurements often differed by greater than 30 % compared to the \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) values using SEM (Figure 6). \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) using spICP-MS were 5 % to 26 % less than \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) using SEM for the samples tested. There was not a consistent trend between \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) by NTA and \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) using SEM with \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) using NTA being
substantially (34 % to 36 %) less for the two RM AuNPs yet 5 % or 40 % greater for the PVP and bPEI AuNPs, respectively.

One interesting result from the pairwise comparison is the differing results for the direct measurements of the bPEI sample in the two different containers using spICP-MS. For laboratory 1, \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) and \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) were within 30 % using spICP-MS for the bPEI AuNPs in plastic containers, yet ranged from 46 to 57 % for the bPEI AuNPs in glass containers. In all cases, results for \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) were lower than \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \). It is possible that the overall lower recovery for \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) as compared to \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) for measurements performed by spICP-MS may indicate loss of material to sample containers across the high dilution needed to properly perform an spICP-MS analysis. That the total Au mass fractions measured for the stock suspensions were close to the expected values provided by the supplier indicates that any AuNP loss occurred in subsequent dilution steps. Additional particle loss can occur within the sample introduction system of the ICP-MS (i.e. transport tubing, nebulizer and spray chamber). However, the spICP-MS \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) measurements for the bPEI AuNPs in glass containers showed the lowest recovery. This may serve as further evidence of the impact of the glass storage container on the bPEI AuNPs and supports the observation that storage of bPEI AuNPs in glass caused agglomeration with resulting lower number concentration. Importantly, these samples yielded similar size distributions using spICP-MS and SEM, although the spICP-MS distribution for the samples in glass containers was broader (Figure S5). Clearly, the ability of spICP-MS to measure both \( \text{PNC}_{\text{direct}} \) and \( \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}} \) assists in understanding the unique behavior of each nanoparticle system.

Impact on in vitro NP dosimetry

The impact of using the PSD or the mean diameter and of using different analytical techniques on predicted cell dosimetry was evaluated using the Distorted Grid version of the In vitro Sedimentation, Diffusion, and Dosimetry model (DG-ISDD). While it is possible in this model to adjust the adsorption properties (“stickiness”) of the lower boundary condition reflecting the potential for different NPs to be associated with the cell surface to variable extents, the modeling performed in this paper assumed a perfectly adsorptive boundary condition. When evaluating the impact of different input parameters to ISDD models, the influence from uncertainty of measuring the NP size distribution has been generally treated as being modest relative to other sources of uncertainty. However, the impact of different NP size measurement techniques on the modeled in vitro cellular concentration has not yet been evaluated. The modeled values for different size measurement techniques, which were calculated using either the mean or PSD for each technique, were relatively close (\( \approx > 10 \% \)) for some samples (e.g., RM 8012), yet differed substantially (a factor of 3) for the bPEI sample in glass (Figure 8).

To better understand the DG-ISDD results, the modeled in vitro concentrations across a range of AuNP sizes were modeled (Figure S11). The largest AuNPs (80 nm and 90 nm) showed nearly complete association with the cells after 24 h as a result of sedimentation. It is interesting to note that the amount of deposited AuNPs was nearly identical for the 20 nm and 30 nm AuNPs, while there was a \( \approx 20 \% \) greater deposition fraction for the 40 nm AuNPs. Therefore, for the \( \approx 30 \) nm AuNPs, a tail toward smaller particles for a symmetrical distribution would not have as much of an impact on the cellular concentration as would the tail toward larger particles. This was likely
a result of a decreasing impact of diffusion on the in vitro concentration counterbalanced by an increasing effect from sedimentation in this size range. For AuNPs with a size of ≈ 60 nm, there would be a similar magnitude of an impact on the deposited fraction for tails toward smaller or larger sized AuNPs with tails toward smaller AuNPs yielding less deposition while tails toward larger AuNPs would have greater deposition rates.

To compare the influence of using the mean or the PSD when calculating the deposited cellular concentration, comparisons were made for each technique (Figure S12A). Overall, the magnitude of the difference between using the mean or PSD was frequently less than 10 %, although larger differences were observed for some samples for DLS and NTA. This result is similar to that from a previous study which showed that polydisperse samples could have substantially different cellular concentrations depending on whether the mean or PSD was used in the modeling.\(^77\) When comparing the cellular concentration for each technique to the results for the PSD for SEM (Figure S12B), there were substantially greater differences which in some cases were up to 65 %. Importantly, the greatest difference among the techniques was observed for the bPEI AuNP sample in glass, the sample that showed the largest amount of agglomeration. Since NPs often agglomerate extensively in cellular media,\(^79-81\) this suggests that methods to improve the precision of size distribution measurements of agglomerated NPs would help decrease the uncertainty in the modeled cellular concentration, because it is challenging to accurately measure samples with broad PSDs including large agglomerates.

In addition to performing modeling using the intensity-based DLS distributions which are utilized throughout the manuscript, modeling was also performed using the volume-based DLS distribution as suggested by Deloid et al.\(^62\) Dynamic light scattering distributions can typically be derived using intensity-, volume-, or number-based distributions, and which distribution to use depends upon case specific criteria.\(^82\) The volume-based distributions yielded predicted deposited percentages that were 4 %, 29 %, and 24 % lower than the intensity-based distributions for the RM 8012, 8013, and PVP AuNP samples, respectively. Calculations were not performed for the bPEI samples since the volume-based size distribution yielded unrealistic results. Overall, full size distributions using DLS often differed substantially from those measured using the other techniques, and a recent framework for characterizing nanoparticles for medical applications discouraged the use of DLS for measuring size distributions.\(^83\) Using DLS for measuring the full size distribution as the input for NP dosimetry modeling may lead to results that substantially differ from those calculated using other high resolution techniques.

Conclusions

This multi-method analytical and modeling evaluation of PNC has yielded valuable findings regarding recommendations for the usage of PNCs in future research and decision making. Employing PNC\(_{\text{distribution}}\) has several advantages over using PNC\(_{\text{mean}}\) for PNC measurements, because PNC\(_{\text{mean}}\) is not a very good approximation of PNC\(_{\text{distribution}}\) when the PSD is broad especially with tails toward smaller particles, not symmetric, or bimodal.\(^58\) However, the uncertainty for the percentage of the distribution in the tails would typically be larger than that for a central tendency indicator such as the mean, and the PSD is substantially more challenging to accurately calculate for some techniques such as DLS. Underestimation of the NP size or of the
percentage of a PSD in a tail toward smaller NP sizes would have a magnified influence on
PNC\textsubscript{distribution} compared to PNC\textsubscript{mean} values. Therefore, improving the accuracy of measurements of
the PSD and the comparability of results among analytical methods are key topics for ongoing
research. This would also support the increased use of PNC values in nanoecotoxicology research.
When comparing PNC\textsubscript{distribution} results, the techniques which only measured the core of the NP,
namely spICP-MS and SEM, were in closer agreement to each other than the results from the other
techniques. DLS typically yielded results that differed most substantially from the other
techniques. Given the widespread adoption of some techniques such as DLS, it is critical to
recognize its limitations with regards to deriving a PNC from the measured DLS PSD. Analysis
of the PVP and bPEI AuNP samples yielded more variable results than those from the RM samples.
For the positively-charged bPEI AuNPs, many techniques were unable to yield reliable results.
Therefore, additional research is recommended to improve the characterization of NPs with
different surface coatings. Overall, the differences observed among techniques suggest it would
be helpful to improve the agreement of these methods prior to usage of PNC values for regulatory
testing using OECD methods especially since some samples will contain agglomerated NPs which
is expected to further increase the difference in the values obtained among techniques. Lastly, this
study revealed that the analytical method chosen to measure the PSD can also have a substantial
impact on the modeled cellular concentration. Thus, the choice of which analytical technique was
used to measure the size distribution could in some cases yield substantially different modeled
concentrations that reaches the cells, thus potentially altering interpretations of the results.
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Table 1 – Summary table listing techniques, mode of operation, laboratories that used this technique, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Mode of operation</th>
<th>Number of laboratories that used this technique</th>
<th>Direct Measurement of NP Number Concentration</th>
<th>Does size measurement include coating?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Measures scattered electrons off of or through a sample</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLS</td>
<td>Measures Brownian motion of particles using a laser</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spICP-MS</td>
<td>Measures signal intensity for a given element for a single particle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTA</td>
<td>Uses light scattering and Brownian motion using a laser to measure the particle size distribution</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>Separates charged aerosilized particles according to their mobility in an electric field</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 – Boxplots for the NIST RM 8012, NIST RM 8013, PVP AuNP, and bPEI AuNP (in plastic vials) samples. The thick horizontal line across each box marks the median of the corresponding particle size distribution, and the bottom and top of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The bottom and top whiskers indicate the range for 10th and 90th percentiles, respectively. Values are provided for spICP-MS, DMA, NTA, and SEM. Given the broad size distribution of DLS relative to other techniques, boxplots including the DLS size distributions are provided in Figure S3. Results are not reported for the DMA analysis of the bPEI sample because of challenges with analyzing this sample.
Figure 2 – Kernel density plots for NIST RM 8012 (A), NIST RM 8013 (B), PVP AuNP (C), and bPEI AuNP (in plastic vials) samples (D). Values are provided for spICP-MS, DMA, NTA, SEM, and DLS. Results are not reported for the DMA analysis of the bPEI sample because of challenges with analyzing this sample.
Figure 3 – Modeling for impact of size distribution changes on NP number concentration measurements. Plots show the bias in the derived PNC for a bias in the measured elemental concentration (A) or NP size (B). Fifteen different distributions were generated using a skew Normal distribution to model the impact of skew ($a$) and standard deviation of the distribution ($s$) (C). The impact of different amounts of skew or standard deviations of the distribution was evaluated for PNC_{mean} (D), PNC_{distribution} (E), or the percentage different between PNC_{distribution} and PNC_{mean} (calculated as 100% * (PNC_{distribution} - PNC_{mean})/PNC_{distribution}) (F).
Figure 4 – Comparison among techniques, laboratories, and operators for the PNC measurements (PNC\textsubscript{mean} (purple circles), PNC\textsubscript{distribution} (orange circles), or PNC\textsubscript{direct} (green circles)) for (A) NIST RM 8012, (B) NIST RM 8013, (C) PVP AuNP, and (D) bPEI AuNP (in plastic vials) samples. Values are provided for spICP-MS, DMA, NTA, SEM, and DLS. Data points indicate the mean and the error bars are 95 % confidence intervals, and error bars that are not visible are smaller than data points. The horizontal dotted blue line and the blue shaded area correspond to the mean and 95 % confidence interval, respectively, of the PNC\textsubscript{distribution} results for SEM analyses from Laboratory 1.
Figure 5 – Pairwise comparison among all techniques for the RM 8012 sample for the PNC$\text{mean}$, PNC$\text{distribution}$, and PNC$\text{direct}$ values. All values are percentages calculating using the formula $100 \% \times (\text{PNC}_y - \text{PNC}_x)/\text{PNC}_y$ where PNC$\text{x}$ is the PNC listed in the column and PNC$\text{y}$ is the PNC listed in the row. Colors indicate the percentage deviation between the techniques.
Figure 6 – Comparison of $\text{PNC}_{\text{direct}}$, $\text{PNC}_{\text{mean}}$, and $\text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}}$ to $\text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}}$ using SEM by Laboratory 1 for samples RM 8012 (A), RM 8013 (B), PVP AuNP (C), and bPEI (in plastic vials) (D). Data points indicate the mean and the error bars are the propagated errors for two times the relative uncertainty, and error bars that are not visible are smaller than data points. Data were calculated using the following formula:

$$\text{Percentage} = 100\% \times \frac{\text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}, \text{SEM}} - \text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}, \text{SEM}}}{\text{PNC}_{\text{distribution}, \text{SEM}}}.$$
Figure 7 – Comparison of derived PNC values from a range of central tendency indicators and the particle size distribution for the PVP AuNPs. Data is shown for the derived PNC values (A) or by comparing the values for the different central tendency indicators against PNC\textunderscore distribution (B). Percentages were calculated using the formula $100 \% \times (\text{PNC}\textunderscore distribution - \text{PNC}\textunderscore central\textunderscore tendency\textunderscore indicator)/\text{PNC}\textunderscore distribution$. Data indicate the mean value and error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals, and error bars that are not visible are smaller than data points.
Figure 8 – Modeled in vitro concentrations of RM 8012, RM 8013, PVP AuNPs, and bPEI AuNPs stored in plastic or glass using the DG-ISDD model. This model does not provide an estimate of uncertainty for each data point and therefore uncertainty values are not included.